Abstract-Virtualization is a key enabling technology in cloud computing. Multiple tenants can share computing resource of cloud provider on demand. While sharing can reduce the expenses of computing, it brings security vulnerability as well since the isolation between different VMs could be violated through side-channel attacks. Recent researches point out that by leveraging memory bus contention, two colluded malware within different VMs (but on the same host) may use diversity of memory access latency as a covert channel to deliver security critical information, such as user passwords or credit card numbers, which can bypass access control policies enforced by the guest OS or even the hypervisor. The bandwidth of such covert channel could be up to hundreds of kilobytes per second, which is fast enough to transfer large data objects. In this paper we propose a covert channel aware scheduler that considers security as first class to mitigate such sidechannel attack. The scheduler is able to control the execution time overlapping of different VMs, and can also inject noise periodically to mitigate the threat of potential side channels. We have built a prototype of the proposed scheduler that enables overlapping control and noise injection. The performance evaluations show that the overhead introduced is acceptable. Meanwhile, the new scheduler offers the user to dynamically configure scheduling parameters to adapt to diverse circumstances, in order to make a balance between performance and security.
I. INTRODUCTION
Security issue has become the most significant concern of cloud computing, according to xxx's report. However, virtualization technology, which is used heavily by cloud providers to provide workload consolidation, brings new challenge to cloud security. One of the challenges is to enforce the isolation between different VMs (Virtual Machines) and only allow legal communications, in order to protect user's security critical data from leakage. Both cloud provider and users have various mechanisms to defend against data leakage. For example, a guest VM can deploy DIFC (Decentralized Information Flow Control) mechanism to track and control the flow of specific data, e.g., not allowing a private key to be sent through network. However, an attacker may still transfer data across different VM by using side channel to bypass such security mechanism.
Side channel attacks leverage the shared resource between unrelated entities to build communication channel between them. Such channels are usually unintended and thus are not controlled. On cloud platform where a physical host is shared by different VMs, attackers find more ways to construct such side channel. Ristenpart et al. exploit last level cache as side channel on Amazon EC2 platform, with bandwidth of 0.2 bps (bitsper-second), which is considered as a slow one. Later researchers keep increasing the bandwidth. Zhenyu et al. use more ways, including memory bus contention, to achieve hundreds of kilobytes bandwidth, which is fast enough to transfer not only small data, such as password and credit card number, but also larger files such like personal photos or blueprints, which has become a serious threat. Figure 1 shows how a malware in one VM sends information can by memory bus side channel to another VM. The attack leverages characteristics of atomic instructions on X86 processors. Once a processor issues an atomic instruction (e.g., the ones with "lock" prefix), the memory bus will be locked if the operation address is not aligned or cross page boundary. Once the bus is locked, all the memory access requests from other CPUs must wait until the memory bus is unlocked, which will introduce long latency. In this way, a malicious sender (running in VM-0 on CPU-0) can leverage atomic memory access instructions to lock the memory bus. Thus a receiver (running in VM-1 on CPU-1) can get information by measuring the latency of memory access: long latency for bit-1 and short latency for bit-0. There are other methods of constructing side channels, such as using cache contention. Side channel attack is common among different scenarios and is hard to defend. Any sharing computing resources, such as cache, memory, CPU, OS, file system, sound, etc., could be used as a side channel.
In this paper, we have the following observation: one necessary requirement of such attack is that the sender and receiver must run concurrently so that the receiver could get the diversity of memory access latency caused by the sender. Thus we propose a novel mechanism to limit the bandwidth of side channel, by making the VM scheduler aware of such attack. The scheduler controls the overlapping of different VMs execution time under a threshold to reduce the chances of communication between the sender and receiver. Meanwhile, we also extend the hypervisor to periodically call obfuscation functions, in order to inject "noise" to the potential side channel and thus increase the error rate of transmission.
We've implemented a scheduler based on Xen and its credit scheduler. The new scheduler introduces two parameters: overlap_cap, which is the threshold of overlap time of execution between every two VMs; and injected noise_function for different types of side channel. Both parameters can be set by the user as a scheduling parameter, according to different cases and to achieve a balance between security and performance. The security and performance evaluations show that the new scheduler is both efficient and effective and that the new scheduler is practical and deployable.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II describes our threat model of cloud platform. Section III details our design of scheduler, followed by the implementation description. Section V presents our evaluation of the new scheduler to show its effectiveness and efficiency. Section VI surveys related work on side channels and corresponding defending mechanisms. Finally, section VII concludes this paper.
II. SIDE CHANNEL ATTACK
In this section, we describe the threat model of cloud platform, and then introduce different ways of constructing side channel attack on cloud environment, followed by our goals.
A. Threat Model
In a cloud computing platform, tenant has several VMs running on host machines of cloud provider. The virtualization software/hardware stack is controlled by the cloud provider, which is considered to be trusted. However, an attacker may also deploy malicious VMs and manage to move such VMs to the same host of victim VMs, and thus share the physical computing resource. Meanwhile, an attack is also able to run a piece of software inside victim VM, which can access critical data inside the VM such as credit card number and password of bank account, but cannot transfer the data out due to some access control policies, either enforced by OS inside the VM itself or mechanisms provided by the VMM, such as decentralized information flow control.
B. Contention based Timing Channel Attack
Timing channel is a common kind of side channel. The main idea is to use time deviation to transmit information. One way is based on leveraging memory-bus contention, and using it as an example to show how side channel is established. The algorithm is similar with the one in [11] . The data is transferred through frames. The sender and receiver both use memory access latency to detect whether each other is running currently, otherwise the frame transmission is aborted and need to retry.
On modern x86 processors (before Intel Nehalem and AMD K8/K10), the implementation of atomic memory operations has been significantly improved so that as long as a memory region could be cached, it is the cache line that be locked instead of the memory bus. However, on these platforms, when the memory region is across an unaligned address that span two cache lines, the atomic instruction still needs to lock the entire memory; otherwise the atomicity could not be ensured. Such locking could also be leveraged to construct the side channel. The latest generations of processor, including Intel Nehalem and AMD K8/K10 have further addressed such problem. Instead of using an entire memory region for all of the processors, the memory is partitioned into different regions. Each processor can access its local memory directly, and leverages an inter-processor communication link to access other processor's local memory. Thus, even if the local memory of one processor is locked, it will not affect other processor's memory access. In this case, an attack could carefully leverage a memory region that not only across the cache line but also across the memory region, which still makes the memory locked while accessing. Thus, the memory contention based side channel exists pervasively on different platforms and is general to be used to construct side channels.
Cache contention based side channel is another kind of attack. It is similar with the memory contention based side channel, except that it uses cache contention as an indication to transfer data. Since cache is not shared among different chips, such attacks cannot success if the sender and receiver are not on the same chip.
C. Our Goals
As long as the attacker's VM and victim's VM are running concurrently on the same host machine, there could be various ways for the two to transfer data through side channels. We are not trying to defend against all kinds of side channel attack in this paper. Instead, in this paper, we will focus on a contention based timing channel attack, e.g., memory-bus contention based side channel, which is more general and efficient in the cloud environment. [11] Base 0 and Base 1 are threshold of access time, which are used to tell whether the receiver is running A frame contains a header, data payload and a footer Sending data frame: 
III. DESIGN
In this section, we first analysis the critical factor of timing channel attack: the execution overlapping. Then we propose a new scheduler to control the overlap of different VMs and support noise injection.
A. Execution Overlapping Analysis
The length of overlapping of VM executions per time unit is a critical metric that indicates the capability of potential side channel. The longer such overlapping per time unit, the larger bandwidth of side channel could be. Thus, one of the primary goals of this paper is to limit the overlapping time.
Since the sender and receiver run in different VMs, the data transmission between the two is not synchronized. A typical solution is to adopt network coding scheme, such as differential Manchester encoding, to transfer data bits. Considering that the side channel is also error-prone, the sender needs to use checksum and error correct coding mechanism to detect and recover those flipped bits, such as forward error correction (FEC) like Reed-Solomon coding. These encoding schemes generate fixed-length output. For example, the (N out , N in ) Reed-Solomon coding will generates N out symbols from the input of N in symbols, where each symbol has 8 bits. Meanwhile, the differential Manchester encoding doubles the bits. Assume that for each bit, the sender keeps the memory bus in contention mode for Tc, the transfer time for each frame is:
Since frame is the basic unit of data transmission, if the execution overlapping time between the sender and the receiver is less than T frame , the transmission cannot finish and must be redone. Thus, if every time the frame transferring is aborted, then the sender must retry the first frame forever.
As shown in Figure 2 , if two VMs are assigned 4 VCPUs on a quad-core machine, the overlap of execution time could be large enough for a sender and receiver to transfer data using side channel. This is because the hypervisor doesn't take overlap of execution time into account, which is the key idea of our work. 
B. Scheduling Requirements
In order to defend against the side channel attack, we propose a new scheduler to minimize the overlapping of execution time for different VMs. Beside security mentioned above, there are also several requirements for VM scheduling:
Requirement-1: Fairness. Since the hypervisor has no information on which VM is malicious, it assumes that all of the VMs are normal and deserve fairness of scheduling. Thus the proportion of CPU utilization for each VM is determined by the scheduling parameters. Requirement-2: Utilization. The best way to isolate the execution of a specific VM is to stop other VMs when the VM is running. However, it is not practical for cloud providers; otherwise they cannot leverage the low cost benefit of brought by resource sharing. Therefore, a scheduler should keep the utilization as high as possible. Requirement-3: Performance. Another meaning to reduce the bandwidth of side channel is to minimize the length of time slide to increase the error rate of bit-transfer through the channel. However, too frequent VM switching hurt system performance, since more time is used for switching, and data locality decreasing also makes performance penalty such as higher cache miss rate, etc.
C. Overlapping Control
We've proposed two policies suitable for different scenarios.
Policy-1: Minimize overlapping of execution time of different VMs. Policy-2: Zero-overlapping for specific VMs. The first scheme aims to achieve no overlapping of execution time for specific VMs. As long as one of such VMs is running, all other VMs, except the domain-0, are not allowed to be scheduled. For example, assume that a host has 16 CPU cores, and a protected VM has 16 VCPUs (Virtual CPU). Once the VM is running, all of its VCPUs are scheduled to run and all VCPUs from other VMs are waiting, until all of the VCPUs of the protected VM are scheduled out. This scheme is simple and is security by ensuring no overlapping at all. However, it decreases the utilization of computing resources in following aspects. First, all of the VCPUs of the protected VM must run simultaneously. Even if one of the VCPUs is idle, it could not be scheduled out for other VMs. Second, if the number of VCPUs is less than the number of physical CPUs, there will always be some CPUs idle.
The second scheme aims to minimize the overlapping of the execution time, so that each overlapping is shorter than the time needed to transmit one frame of bits. Thus the receiver could not get any useful information. In this way, the computing resource could be leveraged in a more efficient way.
Assume there are n VMs (VM 1 to VM n ) running on a host with m CPU cores (CPU 1 to CPU m ). VM i has been assigned p i VCPUs. For each consecutive execution period of each running VCPU ij of VM i , the start time is S ij and the expected end time is E ij , which means the corresponding time slice P ij is (E ij -S ij ). The time of transmitting a frame is T frame , and the time of a regular execution slice is T slice . Thus, once the scheduler puts a VCPU to run, the corresponding time slice should be:
The value of T frame could be considered as a parameter of the scheduler, which could be decided by the user for different scenarios. The smaller the value is, the more secure the system could achieve, but the worse performance. This is because smaller time slice will introduce more VM switches, which not only takes more time themselves, but also may violate the cache locality of applications. In order to solve the problem, we design a mechanism, named noise injection, as described in the following section.
D. Noise Injection
Controlling the overlapping of execution time could achieve good security properties. However, it also introduces performance problem since it brings more context switches of VMs. In this section, instead of control the real overlapping time of VMs, we limit the logical overlapping time by introducing noise injection.
A logical overlapping means that two VMs running without any interrupt, during which the sender and receiver could send data by side channel without any interference. In order to mitigate such side channel, we inject some noise from the hypervisor so that the overlapping is interrupted for a minimal side effort, which can break the transmission through a side channel. Figure 3 shows a set of injected noise marked by red blocks. For each VCPU, its time slice is also calculated through the equation (2) . However, once the time slice has passed, instead of switched to another VCPU, the hypervisor inserts some noise in order to break the side channel. The noise is specific to the type of side channel. For example, if the administrator aims to defend against memory bus contention based side channel, then he should set the noise injection function as some atomic memory access. Thus the receiver could not tell whether a signal is from the sender or caused by the hypervisor's noise. Meanwhile, if the goal is to defend against cachecontention based side channel attack, then the hypervisor needs to adopt functions that can obfuscate the cache access pattern. Another way is to uses both methods of noise injection to defend the two at the same time. Since the number of functions adopted is related to performance overhead, the proposed scheduler in this paper only offers mechanism and leaves the specific policy to the system administrator who can make a choice after considering the tradeoff between security and performance, and according to different requirements of various scenarios.
It is noted that the number of noise injection can be further reduced, by optimizations that dynamically considers the overlapping of different VMs. For example, assume that one VCPU of VM-1 is running on core-0, and three VCPUs of VM-2 are running on core-1, core-2, and core-3. Instead of injecting noise on every VCPU of VM-2, the hypervisor can only add one noise on core-0. Thus the number of injected noise decreases from 4 to 1.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented a prototype based on Xen-4.1.3, which adopts a credit-based scheduler as default. In this section, we first briefly introduce the credit scheduler, and then describe our new scheduler, followed by some optimizations.
A. Xen's Credit Scheduler
Xen's credit scheduler uses credit as time slice for controlling the execution of different VCPUs. The major objective of the Credit scheduler is to fairly allocate CPU resources among different VMs and VCPUs by using credits. It has several parameters, for example, if a VM's credit-weight is 40% of the sum of all running VM's credit-weight, then it can get 40% of the CPU utilization.
There are four running states of each VCPU: BOOST, UNDER, OVER and IDLE, with the priority from highest to lowest. All the VCPUs in the run queue are sorted by their priority. When the schedule() function is invoked, the current running VCPU is inserted into the run queue, and the VCPU at the header of the queue is picked up as next VCPU to run. For each VCPU that is scheduled to run, the time slide is about 30ms.
In Credit scheduler, credits are used to track each VCPU's execution time. As long as a VCPU has not burned all of its credit, it is in UNDER state. The speed of credit consumption is 100 per 10ms (10ms is a tick) . Once a VCPU's credit has dropped under 0, the priority is set to OVER. Every 30ms, the scheduler will recharge credit of VCPUs waiting in the queue. The credit-weight of each VCPU determines the quantity of its charged credit.
B. The New Scheduler
In order to control execution overlapping of different VMs, we add a new parameter to the credit scheduler: overlap_cap, as a threshold in terms of millisecond. The scheduler will ensure that for every two VCPUs, the runtime overlapping will not exceed the threshold.
When scheduling a VCPU to run, the scheduler determines the length of its time slice considering three situations: first, if the VCPUs on other cores are from the same VM, the slice is not limited by overlap_cap. Second, if some of the running VCPUs are from other VMs, but the left time of running is less than overlap_cap, then the time slice is also not constrained. Otherwise, the time slice is set to overlap_cap to ensure that the hypervisor gets a chance to run before a large enough overlap happens. If the time slice is reduced, the original one will also be recorded.
By adjusting the value of overlap_cap, a user can make a balance between security and performance. If the overlap_cap is set to zero, the scheduler will ensure that only the VCPUs from the same VM can run concurrently. In this way, the isolation of runtime is enforced with the price of higher performance overhead. The tradeoff is made by user, according to specific applications and scenarios.
There's another new parameter for the scheduler: the function of noise injection. Every time the hypervisor gets a chance to run, it will call the noise function to defend against potential side channels if the overlap of runtime is approaching the overlap_cap. After that, it will extend the time slice of the corresponding VCPU, if the slice is previously reduced. The noise functions can be various, including memory contention or cache contention, or even defined by the user. The more complicated the noise function is, the better security that the system will achieve, but will also bring higher performance overhead.
C. Optimizations
We also made several performance optimizations. First, when selecting a next VCPU to run, the scheduler prefers the one from the same VM in order to get longer time slice and to avoid too frequent context switches. This optimization is especially useful for CPU intensive workloads. As long as the number of VCPUs of a VM is equal or larger than the number of physical, it could achieve good performance, since all of the VCPUs could be scheduled to run at the same time. The effect is similar with Gang scheduling [12] .
Another optimization is that when a VCPU is in BOOST status, it has the highest priority and will preempt to run even if the VCPUs on other CPUs are from other VMs. Thus the performance of I/O workload is not hurt.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our scheduler prototype. We did our evaluation on a machine with Intel quad-core. All of the experiments are done on the same machine. The hardware and software configurations are listed as 
A. Security Evaluation
We measure the security by using memory bus contention based side channel attack. First is to determine the T frame . If the sender uses standard (32,28) ReedSolomon code, and Tc is 2 μs, then T frame is about 1.0 ms.
In the first experiment, we run two VMs on the same host; each is configured with 4 VCPUs. Each VM runs CPU intensive workload that takes all of the four VCPUs as much as possible. This is to emulate the behavior of colluded sender and receiver, which are attempting to get overlap execution time as much as possible. The creditweights of both VMs are configured to be the same. We measure the overlap time of the two VMs under default credit scheduler and our side-channel attack aware scheduler which is first configured to use the minimal overlapping policy, and then use the zero overlap policy. The results are shown in TABLE 3.
As the table shows, in the original scheduler, the maximum overlap is about 30ms, which is the default time slice. Once the new scheduler is used, the overlapping of execution time doesn't exceed the T frame , which means the sender could not even send a single frame through a possible side channel. When the zero overlap policy is used, the overlapping is entirely eliminated.
B. Performance Evaluation
Previous section shows that our new scheduler is managed to control overlap of execution between different VMs. In order to measure the performance overhead, we also adopt two VMs on the host, each with 4 VCPUs. This time, the first VM is running SPEC-2006 as benchmark and the second VM still runs CPU intensive workload as before. Then we run dbench in the two VMs to measure how the scheduler could impact the I/O performance. Both experiments are done using three different scheduler configurations: the original one, the one with minimal overlap policy and the one with the same policy plus noise injection. The results are shown as in Figure 4 .
As the figure shows, once we use minimal overlap policy of the new scheduler, only 8.7% performance overhead is introduced for CPU intensive benchmark. For I/O intensive workload, the overhead is only 3.2%. This is because for most of the time, the scheduler prefers to run the VCPUs of the same VM concurrently. By using noise injection, the performance of SPEC-2006 drops to 5.4% and for dbench the overhead is only 2.5%. This is because by using noise injection, the system could further reduce unnecessary context switches. We also did an experiment to measure the worst case of performance degrading. Two VMs are adopted, each has only one VCPU. Further, we use both the minimal overlapping and zero overlapping policy. In the original scheduler, since the number of CPU is larger than the number of VCPU, both VCPU is able to run without being scheduled out, which could lead to a large number of runtime overlap. Thus the overlapping control policies will hurt the performance more significantly than the previous case. The results are shown in Figure 5 .
As the figure shows, when using zero overlap policy, the performance overhead is as high as 108.3% of the original one. This is because all of the concurrency is eliminated as well as the overlap execution. But for I/O intensive workload, the impact is as low as 18.6%, since the CPU is not the bottleneck, and the BOOST optimization helps to make the I/O VM get higher priority to handle I/O requests. By using minimal overlap, the overhead of CPU intensive workload drops to 47.2%, and the one of I/O workload drops to 6.3%. It shows again that the major overhead comes from the more frequent context switches.
When using noise injection, the overlap is still limited, and the context switch is also reduced. Since instead of switching a VCPU, the hypervisor only executes the obfuscation function and continues to run the interrupted VCPU. In this case, neither the cache nor the TLB is flushed, which keeps the locality. Thus the overhead of noise injection is only 15.7%.
VI. RELATED WORK
Side channel (also as known as covert channel) has been a well-known category of security attack in multiple-user system. Lampson [6] has indicated that the threats of side channel widely exist as long as there are resources sharing in the system, such as processor cache [17] [20] , virtual memory [23] , file system [6] , I/O device [4] , etc. [2] [9] .
Among all these types of side channel media, the contention-based timing channel is more trivial to be exploited and more pervasive existing. Meanwhile, the bandwidth of such channel is large enough to transmit not only small object but also large files such as design blueprint. The hardware platform characteristics determine that such attack is hard to be eliminated. Thus, such attacks are attractive to many attackers.
Cache-contention and memory-bus contention based timing channels have been extensively studied. Percival [17] presented a way to construct inter-process bandwidth covert channel with caches that achieves high bandwidth. Wang et al. [20] further improve such channel to virtual machine execution environment and stated that the isolation by hypervisor is not enough, which could lead to cross-VM side channel attack. Ristenpart et al. [3] demonstrated such attack in the Amazon EC2 platform, which uses Xen as virtualization stack. Xu et al. [16] measured the bandwidth of such attack and gave the result that cache covert channels could only limited harm due to its low capacity. Wu et al. [11] further constructed a new way to exploit memory-bus contention based side channel to achieve both larger bandwidth and more general adoption. Since memory is shared across different CPUs, the channel could be constructed without the limitation of being on the same processor. Different from these solutions, our new scheduler doesn't depend on new designed hardware and is a pure software solution that can be deployed on existing hardware and software platform without modification of guest OS.
Previous researchers also presented a lot of hardware solutions in order to detect cache side channel attack, such as RPcache [18] , PLcache [15] and Newcache [20] . However, the hardware solutions costs too much and cannot be used in existing systems. There are also many solutions that require software only. HomeAlone [21] detects a malicious VM by faking to be side channel receiver to observe cache timing anomalies. However, the solution requires semantic of normal behavior and could leads to false negative, especially in the cases that only small data objects are transmitted through the channel. Our scheduler uses a different way which mitigates the side channel by reduce the overlap execution time of different VMs, which could achieve better security than previous software solutions.
Besides the efforts from researchers, the industry is also addressing such threat. Amazon EC2 cloud now provides a specific service that allows tenants to use dedicated instances [1] to ensure that the VMs of the tenant run without others' VMs on the same host. This solution could effectively eliminate some side channels which leverage shared hardware to transmit message, including cache side channel and memory side channel. However, the resource of the hardware could not be fully utilized, which makes the user pay higher price to use it. Our scheduler could achieve similar degree of isolation while still keep the high utilization of cloud platform and thus achieves better cost-benefit.
VII. CONCLUSION
Side channel attack in the cloud platform is now getting more attention. By leveraging virtual machine technology, multiple tenants are able to share computing resource from cloud provider on demand. While sharing can reduce the expenses of computing, it brings security vulnerability as well since the isolation between different VMs could be violated through side-channel attack.
Recent research points out that by leveraging contention based timing channel, two colluded malware within different VMs that sharing the same host may use diversity of memory/cache access latency as a covert channel to deliver confidential information, such as user passwords or credit card numbers, which can bypass access control policies enforced by either the guest OS or the hypervisor. The bandwidth of the covert channel could be up to hundreds of kilobytes, which is fast enough to transfer larger data.
In this paper we propose a covert channel aware scheduler that considers security as first class to mitigate such side-channel attack. We introduced two parameters for the scheduler: overlap_cap and noise_function. By overlap_cap, the user can control the maximum of execution runtime of different VMs to mitigate the threat of pontential side channel. The value could be adjusted to achieve a balance between performance and security. By using noise_function, the user could defend against specific types of side channel in a more efficient way that further improves the performance by reducing unnecessary context switch. We have built a prototype that implemented both parameter, and can be dynamically configured to adapt to diverse circumstances. The performance evaluation results show that the performance overhead is acceptable.
For the future work, we will further improve the performance of the proposed scheduler. One possible way is to discover more effective and efficient way for noise injection, according to different types of side channel. Meanwhile, we are planning to develop more ways to construct side channel and use them for evaluations to measure the security achieved by our scheduler. 
